
Temple Body Arts 
Guiding Compass



TBA Guiding Compass- 
The Center Gem

THe TBA GUIDING COMPASS is here to support you in navigating along this 
path of awakening.  The compass points are: Intention, Sacred Embodiment, 
Expressive Arts, Sexual Sovereignty, Creative Power, and Mysticism. 

Through your Temple Body Awakening journey, you will have the opportunity to 
embody these compass points through experience and exploration, paving the way for your creative 
path to freedom.

Each aspect of the compass offers an access point into your embodied feminine power. Over the 
next nine months, the modules and trimesters will continue to weave these compass points as a 
foundation for living as a Temple Body Priestess.  We will return again and again to the guiding 
compass on this path of remembrance as you discover the answers within.

Intention 

Your Intention is where you begin. We have the opportunity to start again with each new 
breath. Intention invites you to align your mindset, thoughts, beliefs and actions with your highest 
desire, deepest dream and greatest YES. The aim of your intention gives direction and discernment 
to each step and choice along your life’s path.

With your Intention, life is created by your purposeful design.
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TBA Guiding Compass- 
The Vertical Axis

Sacred Embodiment 

You have a Temple Body. Your experience of being in your body and honoring this sacred 
vessel as an instrument of the divine is essential to living your highest YES. Sacred Embodiment calls 
for tapping into your innate wisdom and kinesthetic bliss.  

When you slow down the mind and tune into your body, you create a 
bridge between mind and body, communicating information through physical sensations, 
feelings, and emotions. Your sensations act as a feedback channel, discerning what is in alignment 
with your highest YES. Following your kinesthetic bliss inspires you to move through the world in 
alignment with your natural rhythm.  As you listen to your innate wisdom and discover what truly 
feels good in your Temple Body, you can open up to receive more pleasure and delight. Your body is 
your temple, your compass, and your highest guide.

Sacred Embodiment is the remembrance of who you truly are with every 
cell of your body. 

Expressive Arts  

Your birthright lies in authentic creative expression. Temple Body expressive arts 
combines movement, nature-based exploration, visual art, writing, voice, music, and other creative 
processes to nurture wellbeing, personal growth and build tribe. 

You are a unique fingerprint of the Goddess and a vessel for Divine 
Creative Spirit. To be in your authentic expression, you need to feel safe and give yourself 
permission to be a channel. As you express your essence through different art mediums, you can 
uncover deeper layers of the stories held in your Temple Body. As you connect with your 
self-expression, you have more choices in how you consciously co-create your life as an artist. 

Life becomes the canvas and you the artist.

. 
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TBA Guiding Compass- 
The Horizontal Axis

Sexual Sovereignty

You have the choice to be sovereign in all aspects of your life, including 
your sexuality. Temple Body Arts is about reclaiming and awakening your sexual sovereignty. 

You are the master of your pleasure and Temple Body. You have an opportunity to 
create a positive, loving relationship with your yoni and womb, as you value and trust yourself and 
say YES to your highest desires. As a sexually sovereign being, you get to choose how you show up in 
the world and what you say YES to. To live your YES, you must learn to express your NO, which 
requires listening to and acting upon your discernment. 

When you connect with your sexual sovereignty, you learn to move 
through life in ways that turn your soul on. 

Creative Power

All of Life is full of infinite creative potential. Temple Body Arts guides you in 
harnessing your wellspring of sexual creative energy. 

Your feminine power, which is ultimately creative, lives in your yoni and 
womb. The sacred womb, physical or energetic, creates and gives birth to all of life; a portal to the 
cosmos. As you claim your sexual energy as your own and recognize that you always have a choice in 
every aspect of your life, you gain access to the fullness of your creative power.

Moving through life from your creative power, requires you to realize 
and align with your dreams and then take inspired action to bring these dreams into form. 
Through your creative power, you inherently offer your unique gifts to the world and open up to 
receive more abundance. 

Your creative power is the foundation for Living Your YES. 
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TBA Guiding Compass- 
The Encompassing Circle

Mysticism 

Mysticism is an experience beyond the world of form, logical mind and 
physical body. Through your sacred embodiment and expressive arts, you reclaim sexual 
sovereignty and harness your creative power. The entire compass is centered around your intention 
and held by a circle of mysticism. 

You are not alone. At any moment, you hold the power to call on your allies and guides to be 
with you and support your journey. Temple Body Arts is the path of remembrance. 

As you remember your soul's essence and who you are beyond form, space 
and time, you are connected to deeper realms of yourself and inner landscape. This path calls 
upon surrender, devotion and believing in the benevolent presence of Divine Creative Spirit. 

Mysticism is recognizing you are divine love embodied. 
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TBA Guiding Compass- 
Navigating with your guiding compass

Temple Body Arts is the path of remembrance. As you connect to the guidance of your 
inner compass and align with the frequency of love, you can remember your divine essence. 

Surrender and Trust 

On your journey guided by your Inner compass, you will need to cultivate 
surrender and trust to help navigate through life's challenges with 
grace.  True surrender means relinquishing attachments, emotions and the busy mind to connect 
with something greater than yourself.  Trust comes through tapping into the place within which 
knows everything is perfect just as it is.  Coming into this place of trust and surrender implies 
releasing ideas and attachments of how things "should" be and recognizing that the perfection of the 
universe is reflected in the imperfections; as is the natural world. 

       

The Power of Discernment to Live Your YES

Your discernment is one of the most powerful tools you can cultivate on 
your journey along with surrender and trust. Through harnessing your creative 
power and sovereignty, you will develop your inner sword of discernment as the Graceful Warrior.    

It is essential to know what you desire in your life so you can navigate 
what is not in alignment! When you are in alignment with your personal frequency of YES, 
you naturally tap into your Power of Discernment. It feels natural to say yes to something, and easy 
to say no to something else.

We are the Ancestors of the Future 

TBA is also about connecting to our lineages and roots, to heal and take 
responsibility for how we show up and move through the world.  We 
recognize and stand in the knowing that we are the ancestors of the future. Our actions now, affect 
the future, we must be kind, choosing love over fear and embracing all of humanity. 
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